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MANTLE BLANKET 
 
May 24, 2022 
3:15 p.m. 
 
YAHWEH IS LEADING: 
 
You couldn’t stay awake. Your words were coming down in a place, looking as if you were 
drunk naturally. Can’t you see it? It is the 100 percent surging given into your spirit. You 
begged Me to let you sleep, and you were greatly surprised that I agreed to you needing 
to sleep. This way of needing to sleep came upon you like a heavy blanket covering your 
way. This is the needed surging to bring in a major soul harvest.  
 
Power is needed in the whole work. There will not be any striving to bring Me into the 
ways of outlets with the people. Power is now here, a great tangible way of cleansing. I 
will begin to let the people feel it when they read the work through these books and free 
teachings.  
 
When you speak on social media outlets, Yahweh will surge into their spirit, whether 
saved or still living in sinful dealings. See how We gave you what We are promising. It’s 
a continual surging to do this great work. Now see how this surging makes you turn into 
another way. The power—you need to be able to stay up and not fall down to sleep in 
this way of power—to be a ministering way.  
 
It is this Father’s Day where Yahweh will launch you. Please stay away from social media 
until we leave for our mid-June trip. Please do not eat meat under this thirty-day detox. 
Then you will deal with the final way of turning in a ninety-day stripping. See it; a total 
of 120 days, just as your other entry states.  
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And I will begin to bring healing into your mother while I transfer the foggy head to her 
relative. You will be under this blanket of surging that will give you a way to speak 
authoritatively.  
 
There will be no grace while I turn you. Please do not hate Me, for, in this way, there will 
be no lenient way. I need you to be extremely stable in the faith. We will poke you and 
see if you can handle those who spit at you with their words. You are taking this stony 
ground and adding the Word, watering it, bringing a way to have it bring forth real fruit. 
 


